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THE LAKES REGION WINGS
July 2018

Our 31st Year

From the Chapter Directors
ODE TO THE ROAD
Spring arrives with a feverish pitch.
Ready the Wing for many miles of travel.
Making plans for months of fun ahead.
Oh, the places we will go.
The things we will see.
There is no end to the possibilities.
Down the road we travel.
Two wheels or three it matters not.
Wind in our face, sun on our backs.
The fragrance of lilacs fills the air.
Fresh mowed grass and hay fields galore remind us of
the wonders we behold.
The passing car with the smiling dog, head out the car
window, ears blowing in the wind.
You say, I know why he does that!

Mountain top views as the leaves emerge.
Then brightly colored foliage as the seasons change.
Don the heated gear once again to extend our fun.
Oh, the places we will go.
The things we will see.
There is no end to the possibilities.
Falls the first snowflake, we have a tear in our eye.
The Wing in storage until the new year.
The moments we will cherish.
The memories we have made.
We will experience new ones in the coming year.

We Just Wanna Ride!

Curvy roads, hills and dales challenge our senses and
skills each day.
Feel the temperature drop on tree lined roads.
10 degrees or 20? Who really knows.
The smell of the pine trees changes the day.
Lakes and ponds glisten in sun’s rays.
A little rain comes our way.
Rain gear will save the day.
Keeping us dry to continue to ride.
Senses heightened by the challenge from above.
Gratefully arriving at our destination refreshed.

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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JUly Events
Sunday, July 8th – NH-G Monthly

Gathering & Ride, Weeks State
Park – Ride Planner/Leader Russ
& Cathy Neal
Greenside Restaurant at the
Lochmere Golf Course:
•8:00 AM breakfast
•9:00 AM Gathering
•Ride Meeting 9:30 AM
•KSU 10AM

NH-G will provide a picnic lunch for $8.00 per person.
Menu includes:
• Choice of Ham Salad, Chicken Salad or Tuna Salad
Sandwich (finger sandwiches so you can mix and match)
• Chips
• Drinks
• Dessert

July 25th – NH-G Dine Out @ 6:00 PM
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sure to ask for it when you make your reservation. Rooms
are available based on availability at the time you call.
• Friday night will kick off with our Ice Cream Social.
• Saturday will be a ride and a visit to Mike Vaillancourt’s
brothers “tractor barn”. Saturday night we will have
dinner a few doors down at KT Rays followed by some
fun games with prizes.
• Sunday will have a planned ride home for those that
want to join in.
There are no registration costs for the weekend.
You are responsible for your hotel rooms, meals and
transportation.

We Just Wanna Ride

405 Pub & Grill with Ice Cream at the Holy Cow
Please RSVP to a chapter director, even if a maybe, so we
can ensure we have sufficient seating.

NEW ENGLAND RALLY
CANCELLED DUE TO LACK OR PARTICIATION
SEE LETTER IN NEWSLETTER FOR MORE
INFORMATION

August Events

weekend away
Lakefront Inn & Motel
Island Pond, VT
August 17-20

John & Carole Sheehan
NH Chapter G Directors

Make your reservations at the hotel if you are going.
Rooms are still available at the 10% discounted rate, just be

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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National, Regional &
N.H. DISTRICT STAFF
GWRRA President, Anita Alkire
800-843-9460
president@gwrra.org
NH District Directors, David & Bonnie Bolster
603-315-9471
gwrranh.district@gmail.com
NH Asst. District Directors, Ron & Susie Black
603-532-9342
darkcat1@myfairpoint.net
NH District Educator, Dick Bernier
978-496-4363
rbernier123@gmail.com
District Treasurer, Julie Bernier
Juliekb25@comcast.net

2018 New Hampshire Chapter Directors
A – Concord/Manchester
Chris & Lynne Christiansen
gwrra.nh.a@gmail.com
G – Laconia/Lakes Region
John & Carole Sheehan 603-755-3414
directors.nhg@gmail.com
E – Keene/Monadnock Region
Ron & Suzie Black 603-532-9342
darkcat1@myfairpoint.com
T – Hampton/Seacoast Region
Tom & Kathy Fallon 978-294-9772
gwrranht@gmail.com
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NH Chapter G STAFF
Chapter Directors, Carole & John Sheehan
directors.nhg@gmail.com

603-973-4011

Assistant Chapter Directors, Beryl & Bob Reid
bobnberyl@metrocast.net
603-892-6854
Chapter Treasurer, Cathy Neal
caneal816@gmail.com

603-303-9805

Membership Enhancement Coordinators
Meri & Lee Hirtle
msgtlee@metrocast.net
Chapter Store Keepers, Bob & Kaye Hamel
rhamel2@myfairpoint.net
603-524-6360
Chapter Ride Coordinator, Please Volunteer
Chapter Photographer, Bob Reid
bobnberyl@metrocast.net

603-892-6854

Chapter G Goodwill Ambassador, Charles Collins
			
603-875-0184
Chapter Sunshine Coordinator, Kaye Hamel
rhamel2@myfairpoint.net
603-524-6360
2018 Chapter Couple of the Year, Phil & Linda Allard		
Newsletter Editor, Carol Cloutier
info@brooksidestudionh.com

603-569-3288

Website Coordinator, Carole Sheehan
directors.nhg@gmail.com

603-973-4011
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Notice
NEW ENGLAND RALLY
CANCELLED DUE TO LACK OF PARTICIATION
Greetings:
The 2018 New England Rally Team has been working very hard over the past 18 months to
bring YOU the members a great 2018 Rally in CT.  So it’s with tremendous sadness to convey the
Team has been forced to make a very difficult decision and cancel this year’s rally.
The Rally Team in an attempt to find a way to hold this rally met this past weekend. After
scouring over our current & past financial/attendance records, listening to everyone’s feelings &
comments, it became clear the rally team had no choice but to make this very difficult decision.
The reason for the cancelation?  Two reasons: 1) economics - we simply didn’t have
enough members register for this year’s rally to meet our financial /contractual obligations with the
rally hotel; and 2) even if the hotel were to give us some relief from our contractual obligations we
would not have been able to present the best possible event to give you the members in attendance
what you’ve come to expect from us year over year
We’ve been asked a few times “do you think with the GWRRA Regions going away on
January 1st had any affect on the down-turn of rally registrations?”   Simple answer is YES very
much so! We are not the only district holding a rally in 2018 that has witnessed a decline in
attendance; most all of our surrounding Districts are feeling the same affects with some even
canceling their rally.
It is with great sadness to say, this brings to a close the New England District Rally as
we’ve come to know and love the past 16 years. The GOOD news is your Rally Team is already
hard at work with a venue for 2019 to bring you a scaled back fun weekend where we can all get
together with old friends and make new ones while riding the great roads here in New England.
Stay tuned for an announcement this summer!!!!
Jim & Dawn Poirier/DD CT & RI
Kevin & Georgia LeBlond/DD MA
David & Bonnie Bolster/DD NH & VT
Bob & Sheila Chevalier/DD Maine

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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Rewimd
NH State Veteran’s Cemetery

HUGE THANK YOU TO LEE & MERI HIRTLE
FOR AN AMAZING EVENT!
24 bikes, comprising folks from all the NH Chapters,
lead by State Police escort Scott Atherton was the way to
start the day. The ride was 1 ½ hours long and we didn’t
have to put our feet down the entire time. It is very cool how
a police escort enhances an afternoon ride.
The NH State Veterans Cemetery was an experience to
remember. We learned that this site is a living breathing
entity that is as much for the living as it is for the ones
that have gone on before us. The number of events that take
place in this venue each year and the number of people that
attend them is astounding.
Lee & Meri spoke to us in the chapel about the cemetery
and the options available for veterans and their spouse to be
buried here. The new education, not yet open, was opened to
us for us to view a new video that you can see on PBS about
the cemetery – from the idea inception to today.
The following are some links for you to learn more:
• NH State Veterans Cemetery
• Calendar of Events
• Burial Application
• Fee Schedule
Donations –
o General Donation
o Brick Donation
o Granite Bench
o 12” x 12” Paver
o 6” x 9” Paver
o Veterans Heritage Learning Center Online Form
o Veterans Heritage Learning Center Download PDF
More Information:
NH Veterans Cemetery Association, Inc. PO Box 626
Concord, NH 03302-0626
(603) 796-2026
Email: info@nhvca.org

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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The following pictures do not do this ride justice but I hope that you will enjoy them.

Veterans:
NH-G
• Lee Hirtle
• Vic Cloutier
• Bruce Hartley (not shown)
• Russ Neal
• Charlie Collins
NH-A
• Vince Laposta
• Chris Christensen II
• Chris Christensen III
• Harry Krehbiel
NH-T
• Jay Joplin

Video in the New Education Center

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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June Gathering had 29 folks
in attendance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phil & Linda Allard
Ernie & Donna Brown
Charlie Collins
Bob & Kaye Hamel
Bruce & Lynda Hartley
Ed Heath
Lee & Meri Hirtle
Russ & Cathy Neal
Bob & Beryl Reid
John & Carole Sheehan
Bob & Madalyn Sprague
Mike Vaillancourt
Barbara Vik
NH-A: Jim & Gail Guntow
Ray & Francine
NH-E: Ron & Susie Black
Pat Brems

50/50 was won by someone for a lot!

USS Albacore
June 10th: 17 Bikes broke into two groups for a back-road
ride down to the USS Albacore, Portsmouth NH. John
Sheehan was Leader #1 and Russ Neal was Leader #2.

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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NH-E Overnight:
Big Bear Lodge, Dover, VT
Supporting other chapters is really important to the survival
and FUN of GWRRA in NH. On June 30th some of us joined
NH-E on their overnight.
•
•
•
•
•

Phil & Linda Allard
Bob & Kaye Hamel
Russ & Cathy Neal
Bob & Beryl Reid
John & Carole Sheehan

Was was really cool was that The Neal’s came over that
evening after attending another personal event in New York
and the Allard’s had bike problems but still came in their
car.
We met up with NH-E at the VT Country Store and headed
up to the Lodge. We swam in the pool to cool off and then
headed down the road to the Roadhouse restaurant for
dinner. Chuck & Judy Fowler from VT-A joined us there.

In the morning after breakfast we split up with NH-E
heading one way and NH-G heading the other.
Phil & Linda had a CB in their truck so we were able to
communicate during the ride. Bob & Kaye Hamel departed
the group in Ludlow to get home to get some things done but
the rest of us continued up Rte 100 to Rte 4 to Enfield where
we stopped for lunch at Mickey’s. We gave the Sprague’s a
call and they met us for lunch.
After lunch we continued on home. It was a very hot
weekend but we had a great time.

Some Other Rides we joined in June:
•
•

NH-A – Dam Ride
NH-E: Covered Bridges & Madame Sherri’s in 		
Chesterfield, NH

Moral of the story…Join other chapters on
their rides and events and you too will have
more FUN than you ever imagined!

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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From the Assistant Chapter Directors
Progressive Ride: Let’s Eat
Saturday, June 23rd was our first Progressive Ride for
Chapter G. Although the weather appeared drizzly for the
afternoon forecast we had 20 people show up at the two
meeting locations for the ride to Bob & Kaye Hamel’s
house. After having a delicious breakfast of Goody Good
Donuts, muffins & homemade crepes, made by our own Bob
Hamel, along with coffee, juice, fruit & yogurt we saddled
up and headed to Lebanon to Bob & Madalyn’s house for
a “snack”. We had 5 bikes & 5 cars to start the ride. On
arriving at the Sprague’s, we were greeted with a multitude
of choices. Donuts, deviled eggs, cheese & crackers, fruit,
fudge, coffee, juice & soda and probably more that I don’t
remember.
Up to this point we really did not run into any showers to
speak of. The rain seemed to appear when we were in eating
and die down when it was time to ride. We left Lebanon
and headed across the Connecticut River into Vermont. We
rode up the Vermont side of the river until we crossed back
over into NH around Warren and headed down Rte 25 and
arrived at the Reid’s for lunch.

Because everyone was having such a good time visiting
with one another at both of the first stops we fell a little
behind schedule but nobody minded. About 10 minutes

before we reached our house the rain had started to pick up.
We had a short stop at our house where we ate Hawaiian,
Italian & Chicken Salad rollups, chips, soda & water. It

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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rained pretty hard while we were inside but all the bikes
stayed dry in the garage & carport.
Bob & I decided to take the truck the rest of the ride. We
headed to Lee & Meri Hirtle’s for ice cream. All the bikes
were able to fit in their garage. We enjoyed chocolate &
vanilla ice cream with fudge, caramel, sprinkles and
whipped cream. After some more visiting Bob & Madalyn
left us and headed home. They were still on their bike.
Lee & Meri opted to take their truck for the balance of the
ride. We were now 2 bikes & 7 cars. I suggested that we
should make a sign that said “we really are a motorcycle
group”.
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We headed down to Milton to Russ & Cathy Neal’s house
for dinner where we enjoyed veggies, dip and drinks while
we waited for Russ to cook the burgers and dogs with the
fixings.
It was a full day but everyone enjoyed themselves. It was
something new and different for NH-G. It takes a little more
planning to execute, but all in all I think everyone will agree
that it’s worth doing again next year.
I want to thank all our hosts, Bob & Kaye Hamel, Bob &
Madalyn Sprague, Bob & Beryl Reid, Lee & Meri Hirtle
and Russ & Cathy Neal, for stepping up and opening their
homes to us all. Next year we hope to have a different group
of hosts so let us know if you want to host one of the stops
and we’ll get you on the list. It will probably be around the
same time of year.

Bob & Beryl Reid
NH Chapter G Assistant Directors

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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Riding your Motorcycle
in the Rain

Riding your motorcycle in the rain is clearly no fun. If you
have ever had to do it, you will understand how quickly the
experience can turn into a veritable nightmare. Okay, we
do have to admit that there are folks out there who just love
the experience of having rain wash by while going along
at a steady pace, but for the majority of people, riding a
motorcycle in the rain is something that is best avoided.

The good news is that there are thousands of options out
there when it comes to protecting yourself from the elements,
including the rain. Revzilla is one of companies that can be
found out there that carry a wide range of protective raingear for motorcycles.

1. Visibility: Rain proof your helmet
2.
Visibility is, without doubt, one of the most important
concerns when it comes to riding a motorcycle in the rain.
There are a wide range of rain repellents that can be used on
motorcycle visors.

Whatever the raingear that you are going to opt for, you
should make sure that it gives you visibility in the gloomy
conditions that are brought about by rain. One of the reasons
why so many fatalities occur on the roads is the fact that
motorcyclists can be difficult to see.

3. Riding your bike in the rain: Visibility

RainX has a formula for plastics. The RainX Plastic Water
Repellent works well on motorcycle visors and should help
improve your visibility when riding your bike in the rain.

That is particularly the case when it is raining. The good
thing is that there are hundreds of options out there when it
comes to highly visible rainwear. This gives other motorists
the ability to see you.

2. Proper Rain Gear

4. Rain Tires

A major reason why people hate riding in the rain has to
do with the fact that they, more often than not, do not have
the right kind of clothing. If there is anything that can get a
human being miserable, it is getting soaked to the bone in
the rain.

One of the potentially dangerous mistakes that motorcyclist
make involves going out with tires that are not suited for
wet conditions. Make sure that the tires that you have on
your ride have been designed specifically for the slippery
conditions, and you should be fine. You should also make
sure that your tires are properly inflated.

Add to that the fact that you will have the wind whipping by
you as you ride your bike, and you have everything that you
need to begin loathing the rain, or your bike.

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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5. Stay away from hazards
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possible. Trying to come to an abrupt stop can be enough to
send you clattering to the ground.

Rain makes the road particularly slippery. That is the reason
why you should be on the lookout for potential hazards
while riding in the rain. Metal surfaces such as manhole
covers, become even more dangerous and you should do
everything in your power to stay away from them.
6. Puddles can throw you off balance
It may be tempting to ride through a puddle and watch the
water splash spectacularly in your wake. However, puddles
are another of the hazards that you should avoid at all costs
when riding in the rain. For one thing, you do not know how
deep the thing really is, and there is a good chance that you
will hydroplane should you try to go through one.
7. Oil Spills
The thing that makes motorcycles dangerous is the fact that
it takes so little to get them off balance. You only have to
watch the countless fail videos that are on YouTube to get
what we are talking about. Oil is one of your major enemies
when riding your bike in whatever conditions. That becomes
doubly the case when riding in the rain. What you should
do is watch out for rainbow patterns on the ground and do
everything in your power to avoid these spots.

Even when you are stopping, make sure that you apply more
pressure on the rear brakes. The front wheel is much more
difficult to control and if you are not careful, you increase
your chances of falling to the ground.
You also need to give yourself enough time and space to
stop. Remember that the conditions are entirely different
from what you are used to. Leave your braking too late, and
you could end up under a lorry or some other vehicle.
9. Reduce your speed
The daredevil in you may tell you to speed up or ride at
your normal speed even when it is raining. This is a good
way of ending up in a ditch. Riding your bike in the rain is a
difficult proposition, even under normal conditions. In rain,
the dangers are increased a thousand-fold. That is one of the
reasons why you need to slow down as much as possible.
Where possible, why not wait out the rain somewhere or
the other?
REPRINTED FROM: AA Motorcycles
http s://w ww.1aamotorcycles .com/rid ing-yourmotorcycle-in-the-rain/

8. Be gentle on your brakes
Another thing that you need to do when riding your
motorcycle in the rain is stay off your brakes as much as

Birthdays & Anniversaries
Happy Birthday and Anniversary
to all those listed below

July 1 Phil & Linda Allard
July 7 Bruce Garry

Chapter G Wishes You All The Best!

Remember, We can’t post your Birthdays and Anniversaries if we don’t know the dates. Let us know.

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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New Hampshire Goldwing Chapter Gatherings
• Check Team-up Calendar for any Changes •
NH-G (Laconia)

NH-E (Keene)

2nd Sunday of the month at 8:30 am @ Greenside

Last Friday of every month at 6:30 pm @ Emma’s

Restaurant at the Lochmere Country Club

321 Pub & Kitchen,

360 Laconia Road, Tilton, N.H

377 US Route 202, Rindge NH 03461

**Breakfast is at 8 am Gathering starts promptly at 9 am
NH-T (Epping)
NH-A (Manchester)

Check the Team-Up Calendar as dates change often

3rd Friday of the month at 7:00 pm @ Wingate

American Legion Post 51,

Hall/Bethany Chapel (Adjacent to Manchester

Lower Level Meeting Room

Airport) 54 Newbury Road, Manchester NH 03103

232 Calef Hwy (Route 125) Epping, NH 03042

Pizzeria
Pub

2345 White Mountain Hwy
yankeesmokehouse.com

Catering
BBQ

West Ossipee, NH 03890
Phone: (603) 539-7427

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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One Perspective

By Howie “Ace” Peterson
Ride Coordinator,
Chapter CO Q, Montrose, CO

“Tires ...Part 2”
Last month we discussed in part a few tidbits relating to
tires, miles per tire, possible rational for more or less tire
mileage, and etc. This month in part two, let’s go back to
the future so to speak and start of the beginning of the tire
saga. A few us are taking a road trip (completed before you
read this most likely) down into Utah, combining highway
with dirt roads to various points of interest. In the light of
miles to travel, I decided after examining my rear tire on the
V-Strom I perhaps should invest in new rubber for the trip.
I am not going to mention the total miles on the tire, so as
to not give the reader incentive to break the “record” on one
of their similar tires. Let’s just state it was fast approaching
the safe limits. My friendly tech up at Davis Service Center
took one look at the tire to be replaced and stated, “That
thing is a rag”! I did not think it was quite that bad, but
close enough. The obvious sane decision was to change out
the offending rear tire for a newer model. So thus we start
at the beginning, or close thereof with said tire residing on
the dealers rack waiting a prospective buyer, me.
The usual repertoire here is tire buyer looks at tire and says
something to the effect, “I like that one”; or even more
usual drops off motorcycle and requests a new tire(s) being
installed. Understand motorcycle dealers attempt to keep
fresh inventory on hand, however, perhaps there may be a
tire model that is not really that much in demand, and is
getting a little “long in the tooth” shelf life. Therein starts
the problem, which may be nothing more than short tire
mileage, but more can be involved including early tread
separation or even tire blow out.
Another fact to consider is that all tires are not made equal;
the type of motorcycle owned, style of riding, on or off
road usage, all may dictate different types of tires and tread
patterns to receive optimum comfort, mileage of tire, and
performance on surface being ridden on the majority of ride
usage. However, I digress!
Located on the sidewall of the tire is some very important
information, other than the tire brand. On every street legal

tire sold in the United States there is found the letters DOT
and a serial number. The serial number should have a four
digit code, if it has only three digits, it was made before the
year 2000 and should not be used on your motorcycle. I will
explain in a bit. Using the code of 4510 which signifies the
tire was manufactured in the 45th week of 2010. This tire
is newer of course, but for our safety use, still a little out
of date. The rule of thumb is a five year life cycle for any
tire on shelf, or on motorcycle. The compounds on a tire
being used or not deteriorate with time regardless, so the
“born on date” is significant and should be adhered to when
purchasing a motorcycle tire(s). Yes, there are motorcycle
owners who will belittle this paragraph, however, it is their
decision as to whether to have an outdated tire(s) installed
on their motorcycle or not. Another important stamp of
information to be found is whether the tire is made for
motorcycles using radial or bias tires, thus the stamp of either
“A” or “B”. Each of these is for a particular motorcycle
design and usage and should not be mixed or matched, or
installed on the wrong motorcycle type. I won’t go into tire
height or width except to say that each motorcycle tire as
with configuration is designed for a particular motorcycle
unit, and usage. Each tire also will display a load index and
speed index.
Using the numbers of “69” and “62” for instance we can
look at a loading and speed chart(s) to determine maximum
loading and speed for the tire. Looking a load chart the
numerals “69” indicate maximum loading capacity of the
TIRE is 716 pounds. Of course this figure is located on
the sidewall of the tire as well, along with recommended
tire air pressures. Then there is the speed index which has
its own set of codes; however, since all street legal tires
are capable of handling the full range of POSTED speed
limits nationwide, we will leave those codes to those who
use higher speeds than posted for racing or other legitimate
usage of higher needed speeds.
Lastly, when should a rider decide to change the tires on
their motorcycle? Of course the usual cuts, nicks, missing
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pieces of rubber plus foreign objects give a very strong hint.
The old standby regarding President Lincoln’s hair can be
used to verify tire wear. The tire wear bars will start to
show at 1/32nd of an inch; tire manufacturers recommend
replacing the tires at 2/32 or 3/32nd of an inch to allow for
safety in all factors. Another rule of thumb is to change the
tire(s) not later than the wear bars being visible, however,
when this point is reached, the rider is treading on unstable
ground so to speak. Again, it is the rider’s responsibility for
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that decision; perhaps the deciding factor could be weighing
the cost of a new tire(s) over hospital costs, loss of work,
and etc. Which price is someone willing to pay?
I wish to express my appreciation for the use of the
Motorcycle Industry Council Tire Guide for particular
data in this article. This whole article can be found on the
appropriate web site, and there is more to the article than
which is related to the reader herein.

Member Wanted or For Sale

This is for Chapter Members to advertise for Motorcycle items that they are looking for or that they have for sale.
Items will run for three months and then be deleted unless instructed to keep running by the chapter member.

Trike for Sale
Red 2005, 1800 Honda Gold Wing
Hanagan Trike, with 65,820 miles on
it. It has been stored in the garage all
year round with lots of extras. Items
that will go with it are:
Tour Pack,
Luggage Bags,
Cover,
Helmet with sound with CB radio,
and custom seat.
Selling price is $18,000 cash or Bank
check.
Call: Judi Lewis
10 Harvard St.
Concord NH 03301
Phone 603-224-5812
GWRRA Chapter NH-A Charter
Member

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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NH-‐G	
  	
  	
  2018	
  
WEEKEND	
  AWAY	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
th
th
WHEN:	
  	
  August	
  17 	
  –	
  August	
  19 ,	
  2018	
   TO	
  RESERVE:	
  
WHERE:	
  	
  	
  The	
  Lakefront	
  Inn	
  &	
  Motel	
  
• Call	
  Direct	
  802-‐723-‐6507	
  
127 Cross Street
• Room	
  Block	
  under	
  Carole	
  Sheehan	
  /	
  
Island Pond, VT 05846
Gold	
  Wing	
  Road	
  Riders	
  (GWRRA	
  NH-‐G)	
  
http://www.thelakefrontinnislandpond.com	
  
	
  

	
  

ROOM	
  RATE–	
  10%	
  Discount	
  on	
  Regular	
  
Room	
  Rate.	
  
	
  
	
  

ROOMS BASED ON
AVAILABLITY WHEN YOU CALL TO RESERVE
Room	
  Type	
  
No	
  Water	
  View	
  
Basic	
  1	
  or	
  2	
  bed	
  options	
  	
  
Basic	
  Efficiency	
  (small	
  kitchen)	
  
Water	
  Front	
  
Basic	
  1	
  or	
  2	
  bed	
  options	
  	
  
Basic	
  Efficiency	
  (small	
  kitchen)	
  
	
  

Cost	
  
	
  (Includes	
  10%	
  discount,	
  taxes	
  not	
  included)	
  
	
  
$	
  	
  	
  89.00	
  
$	
  	
  	
  99.00	
  
	
  
$	
  121.00	
  
$	
  130.00	
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Calendar of Events - Chapter NH-G
date	NH-G
Date

NH-G

Sunday, July 8, 2018

NH-G Monthly Gathering @ Greenside Restaurant & Ride: Weeks
State Park. Ride Leader Russ & Cathy Neal
Picnic Lunch. Chapter will provide lunch at $8.00 per person.
Menu: Choice of Ham Salad, Chicken Salad or Tuna Salad Sandwich
(finger sandwiches so you can mix and match), Chips, Drinks and
Dessert.

Wednesday, July 25th

NH-G Monthly Dine Out – 6:00 PM @ 405 Pub & Grill, 405 Union
Ave, Laconia, followed by Ice Cream @ the Holy Cow

Sunday, August 12, 2018

NH-G Monthly Gathering @ Greenside Restaurant & Ride:
Ride/Leader : OPEN

Friday, August 17 thru
Sunday, August 19, 2018

NH-G Weekend Away, The Lakefront Inn & Motel, 127 Cross Street,
Island Pond, VT (see flier in newsletter)
**Make your Room Reservations. No other cost except your meals
which you will pay for yourself**
Friday Evening – Ice Cream Social compliments of NH-G
Saturday – Breakfast (on your own)
Ride – Leader Mike Vaillancourt
Dinner - @ K T Rays
Sunday – Ride Home

Wednesday, August 29th

NH-G Monthly Dine Out – 6:00 PM @TBD

August 28 - September 1, 2018

Sunday, September 9, 2018

Wednesday, September 26, 2018
Sunday, October 14, 2018
Saturday, October 27, 2018
Sunday, November 11, 2018
Saturday, December 8, 2018

Wing Ding 40 - Knoxville TN
Monthly Gathering @ Greenside Restaurant & Ride:
Mascoma Lake & Lunch at Mickey’s, Enfield NH. Ride
Leader William & Pat Dillon
NH-G Monthly Dine Out – 6:00 PM @TBD
Monthly Gathering @ Greenside Restaurant & Ride
NH-G Halloween Party / Pot Luck – 6:00 PM @TBD
Monthly Gathering @ Greenside Restaurant
NH-G Holiday Dinner & Chinese Auction @ Greenside Restaurant –
6:00 PM Social Hour; 7:00 PM Dinner

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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Think about advertising!
We would love to have your business card HERE

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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